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MidiMatrix Activation Code offers a rich variety of features to allow easy creation of midi files. It is
intended to function as a music composition tool for anyone who has an interest in creating music.
MidiMatrix Features: MidiMatrix allows users to compose music in a creative, intuitive way. It can be
used by anyone. Different combinations of pitch and percussion matrices are allowed to be included in a
single piece of music, if any number of them are used. Simple MIDI files can be exported as they are
created, without the need to record and save. MidiMatrix was designed for people who do not want to
use more than one program at a time, to create music, and it is their first choice. MidiMatrix also offers
a built in recorder function. It does not need to be saved and exported, but it can be used to save songs in
your default program. MidiMatrix was designed to allow you to create music with a minimum of
training, because it is easy to use. Good timing! by Frederick Date Added: 12/12/2009 This software
really makes it easy to compose music. I was surprised by how much music I was able to make in one
hour. I could not believe it until I compared it to the amount of time it would have taken me to create the
same amount of music using a simpler tool. I will definitely use this software again. MidiMatrix & Spell
Tracker by Winslow Date Added: 08/11/2008 This is a very simple, but powerful tool. I think it was one
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of the easiest programs I have ever used to compose music. I was able to create music within about 15
minutes. It was able to read music for me and this made composing music easy. I really like the MIDI
setup. I wish I could figure out the Spell Tracker... by Jimbob Date Added: 01/19/2004 I love the
program and the full MIDI feature is a plus. I like the multitrack feature as well, but I cannot find the
Spell Tracker feature. Does anyone know how to do it? Excellent music making software for beginner
and advanced composers alike! by tyler Date Added: 11/27/2009 First, let me say that I just found out
about this product and that I have only had limited use of it. I
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It allows you to use the K-LITE keyboard like a MIDI keyboard or sequencer through a keyboard
expansion (hardware). MidiMatrix Crack Mac communicates with the host software through the MidiC
interface. MidiMatrix Torrent Download allows any application that includes a midi file, to be controlled
using a MIDI keyboard (K-LITE), or any of its 6 sliders and 8 faders. The sequencer itself is a set of
data blocks that are expressed in musical notation, and may be sent directly to a synthesizer. MIDI
records all information necessary to play the sequencer. MidiMatrix allows unlimited combinations of
midi input sources, including any number of MIDI keyboards or PCM sequencers, plus any number of
custom track generators. This is a work in progress so suggestions and input are welcome! Keyboard
Specifications: 6 sliders and 8 faders Keyboard communication: USB MIDI, Serial or IP MidiMatrix
uses MIDI controls to allow anyone to compose simple melodies and songs in an intuitive style.
Currently, up to twelve 16x16 pitched matrices and four 16x16 percussion matrices may be sequenced in
any number of ways to allow a wide variety of songs in most any style to be created, then exported to
MIDI files. Give MidiMatrix a try to fully assess its capabilities! KEYMACRO Description: It allows
you to use the K-LITE keyboard like a MIDI keyboard or sequencer through a keyboard expansion
(hardware). MidiMatrix communicates with the host software through the MidiC interface. MidiMatrix
allows any application that includes a midi file, to be controlled using a MIDI keyboard (K-LITE), or any
of its 6 sliders and 8 faders. The sequencer itself is a set of data blocks that are expressed in musical
notation, and may be sent directly to a synthesizer. MIDI records all information necessary to play the
sequencer. MidiMatrix allows unlimited combinations of midi input sources, including any number of
MIDI keyboards or PCM sequencers, plus any number of custom track generators. This is a work in
progress so suggestions and input are welcome! Keyboard Specifications: 6 sliders and 8 faders
Keyboard communication: USB MIDI, Serial or IP You are the best! I downloaded this product and I
must say it is amazing!!! I have never seen anything like it. It is much better than Keymacro...It
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MidiMatrix

MidiMatrix currently has seven keyboard macros created for exporting simple melodies and song ideas.
They may be activated and deactivated at will. They may be cycled through as many times as necessary
to get a song, for example, by pressing any of the various function keys (e.g., f1 to f7) while the macro
button is depressed. They also may be customized for speed, velocity, or any other parameters. (e.g., f1:
MIDI, Macro #1) The menu options provide access to the seven MidiMatrix MIDI macros. The menu
options may be accessed with the various function keys as described above. INSTRUMENTAL/VOCAL
MODE Description: MidiMatrix provides instrumental (Monophonic, Polyphonic, etc.) or vocal
(Monophonic, Polyphonic, etc.) piano, keyboard and percussion sounds as MIDI instruments. This is
achieved by setting the velocity and note assignment to the appropriate parameters for the instruments. If
the sound generated by the instrument is of sufficient quality, it may be saved as an instrument with
MIDI parameters. If not, the sound may be mapped to the parameters of a preset MIDI instrument and
saved as an instrument. This may be accomplished in the preset menu as described above. If the sound is
so poor that it is unacceptable to the user, he or she may deactivate the instrument. PATTERN EDITOR
Description: MidiMatrix has four 16x16 pitch/pattern matrices: 1)Melodic Pattern - MIDI Pitch 1:
Normal mode 2)Melodic Pattern - MIDI Pitch 2: Half-step mode (for use with five mode functions to
create five-finger vibrato) 3)Melodic Pattern - MIDI Pitch 3: Tritone mode (for use with five mode
functions to create five-finger vibrato) 4)Melodic Pattern - MIDI Pitch 4: Chromatic mode (for use with
five mode functions to create five-finger vibrato) These may be played and saved as presets to be
recalled later. The preset names (“Melodic Pattern”, “Melodic Pattern-Half-step”, “Melodic PatternTritone” and “Melodic Pattern-Chromatic”) may be selected in the preset menu to recall any of the four
matrices. To generate the matrix and save it, press the function key that corresponds to the desired
matrix, and then press the matrix button.
What's New In MidiMatrix?

MidiMatrix is an easy-to-use cross-platform free MIDI sequencer. The software allows users to record
up to 12 tracks, each containing up to 12 midi notes or drum hits or other selected instrument sounds.
Sequencing is extremely simple, and files may be saved in either.mid or.mp3 formats. Songs may be
created in any style, and when saved to the hard drive, the song name and associated format are
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displayed. Users may import MIDI and WAV files, and songs may be played and edited in real time.
Current Features: Up to 12 tracks Each track contains up to 12 midi notes or drum hits or other selected
instruments sounds Songs may be recorded in any style, with chord progressions for each track Songs
may be exported to.mid or.mp3 formats Import MIDI and WAV files into tracks Songs may be played
and edited in real time Examples of Current Features: Record up to 24 tracks (48 notes or drum hits) for
24-hour song creation Six pitch-based modes: C Major, G Major, D Major, E Major, A Major, B Major
Four tempos: - 80 BPM -(key of G Major) - 100 BPM -(key of D Major) - 120 BPM -(key of E Major)
- 140 BPM -(key of A Major) - 160 BPM -(key of B Major) Three modes for tempo (tempo
synchronization) - Tempo of 16 BPM (playback mode) - Tempo of 24 BPM (score mode) - Tempo of 24
BPM (playback mode) Up to six chord progressions For each track, a chord may be selected from C
Major, G Major, D Major, E Major, A Major, or B Major MidiMatrix was developed for windows, but
will work with other cross-platform operating systems as well (such as Macintosh and Linux). History:
The initial versions of MidiMatrix were created in September of 2003 by Eric Waring and were
distributed freely
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 / Windows 8 (64-bit) Processor: Intel Core i3 (2nd Generation) or AMD
equivalent Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000 / AMD HD 4000 or equivalent
DirectX: Version 11 Network: Broadband Internet connection Storage: 10 GB available space Additional
Notes: When the game first starts, you will need to update your drivers. Please go to your device
manufacturer's website and follow their instructions to do so. If the update
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